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SPRING MIGHT SPRING… SOMETIME.
A Look Back: High School Edition

→
Jon ‘Yee-haw’ Dowell
Graduated from Bandera High School, in Texas 1995
Amber Gray, senior journalist, interviewed Nome-Beltz Assistant Principal, Mr. Jon Dowell, about his
high school years. His off-work days consist of nothing but spending time with his family. Dowell is a full-time
dad, part-time principal. But, when he’s not busy chasing around his little pups, Dowell enjoys spending time
outdoors. BIG hunter. BIG fisherman. BIG. Definitely, don’t challenge this man to a hunt or fish off. He will
crush you.
Writer’s Note: Try to read Dowell’s answers in the best Texan-Western-Cowboy accent that you can. It helps to
understand the psyche. Carry on.
Amber: So, Mr. Dowell, what were some of your favorite classes as a highschooler?
Dowell:  Unfortunately, Amber, I was not a very good high school student. I always kind of cringe when people
ask me about my high school career because it was fairly… I don’t want to say horrible… but it wasn’t a good
experience.
Amber: What extracurricular activities were you a part of?
Dowell: I was in the band. I played the alto saxophone and I was everything from really good to really bad.
Depending on what time frame that was. I was a very boring, plain-jane kid in school.
Amber: Where was the cool place to hang out as a teenager?
Dowell:  If you had a vehicle or a friend that could drive, on weekends you went a circled the town square really
slow to holler at other kids that were also circling the town square.
Amber: What kind of clothes did you wear/ what were the latest fashion trends of your era?
Dowell: We were cowboy. That part of Texas is dominated by what you call Western culture. Think of the Old
West. I had the boots, the big belt buckle, the big hat. *scoffs* I think I burned all the pictures
Amber: You walked around like that?
Dowell: Uh, YEAH! It was the hip thing to do.
Amber: If you had to pick a high school stereotype to label yourself, which would it be?
Dowell: I wasn’t a jock and I wasn’t even a band geek because I didn’t go far enough to get that label. I don’t
like the term ‘redneck’ because it brings with it a lot of negative connotations, but I was very country. Think of
country music.
Continued on next page…

Amber: What kind of student were you/ what kind of grades did you get?
Dowell: Horrible. Bad. We’re talking high school, right? My high school career…. I don’t even like to think
about it… It’s uh… I didn’t take my education seriously. And you know that really hurt me when I went to
college because I was so far behind in math. I was always naturally a good writer, so that saved my bacon. It was
painful.
Amber: When you were in high school, what career did you want to have?
Dowell: If you would have interviewed me when I was about 20, I would have sworn to you that I would just
have stayed in my little town and just been working as a plumber or carpenter. I really didn’t see any further than
that.
Amber: When did you know that working with students was the thing for you?
Dowell: It wasn’t in high school. I absolutely hated school in high school. In college I was a TA and I started
teaching Geology. I taught like three of them. And I really found a love of instructing–just presenting information
to people. And then helping them understand what that was. And it was surprising to me because knowing my
high school background was very shaky, I really enjoyed teaching. And then I married a teacher. So my wife was
like, ‘hey why don’t you try, you know, go through and transition your degree path to becoming a public school
teacher.’
Amber: Any advice towards high school students?
Dowell: Take your education seriously. If you’re like me and don’t take it seriously, it will come back to haunt
you. It’s like getting a sports injury while you’re young when you think your body is pretty bulletproof and when
you’re older you’re like ‘oh, that knee is bothering me’ It’s the same thing with your education. I was told this
when I was young, I thought it was a total cliche, but learning is absolutely a pyramid and if you have a shaky
foundation, you just can’t ever get anywhere. You gotta take care of the basics and that’s what you’re getting
right now in high school.
Amber: And finally, what is your favorite/most memorable high school memory?
Dowell: Well, again, you’re kinda picking at a dark period of my life. It was The Dark Ages of Dowell (side
note: that sounds like an amazing biography book title). Academically, I was pretty much a failure. It hurts me to
say that, but…
Amber: Geeez, that’s a harsh thing to say about yourself.
Dowell: Well, yanno, I was lazy… it was just not a priority of mine. I just did the best I could to get through. I
finished but that was about it. I think my best memory of high school was gettin’ out.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Progress Reports for Quarter 4 are...
NEXT WEEK!

Spirit Week April 29th - May 3rd
Prom Friday, May 3rd
Sports Awards Banquet Monday, May 13th

Life Hacks: For ANY Student
1. Have smelly shoes?
Toss some tea bags in
there to absorb the
smell.
2. Copy and paste your
essay into Google
Translate and listen to it before you turn in the
final draft.
3. Use a planner or
calendar on your phone
to plan events, keep track
of assignments, etc.
4. Feeling tired in the
morning? Drink water! You are dehydrated.
5. Be kind, be on time, be accountable. These are
skills that will carry you through the rest of your
life.

NYO Extravaganza
By Abby Tozier

Every year the Nome NYO team holds an annual meet called the Nome
Extravaganza. This event is usually held the weekend before the state meet
to determine which athletes will go and compete at the state competition, but
this year it was held at the beginning of
April because we hosted the Dillingham
NYO team.
The events that the Nome and
Dillingham athletes participated in were:
one-foot high kick, two-foot high kick,
high kick, scissor broad jump, kneel
jump, seal hop, wrist carry, Eskimo stick
pull, and Indian stick pull. These events
not only test your strength but your
mental ability to compete as an
individual within a team sport.
Nome athletes competed excellently, taking first and second place in
most events. Dillingham athletes gave us some pretty good competition, and
overall it was a really good weekend.

What to Consider for Senior Year
By Jessica Joe
With help from Ms. Caroline
Jessica: What college classes are more likely to be taken within our state?
Caroline: Most college freshmen take some of their General Education Requirements during their first semester.
So just like in high school, you have to take Writing and Math. Communications is another popular one to do
your freshman year. But my favorite thing about college is the upper-level classes you get to take as a junior and
senior. There are some really cool science labs or super specific English and history classes. You may not like
history, but who doesn't want to spend a semester talking only about the French Revolution??? My personal
favorite class in college was Cyber-Feminism. One of my required "textbooks" was a three-month subscription to
World of Warcraft.
J: What should be taken in consideration for senior year in general?
C: Do not procrastinate! Do you want to have fun the last few weeks of senior year? Make sure your
applications, FAFSA, and scholarship are done early! You will be so busy with graduation the last month of
school, you won't want to be working on college/training/career stuff. I give deadlines for things throughout the
year, and since I'm not your teacher, I realize I can't hold you to those deadlines. But trust me, I am trying to
make your life easier by spreading out the burden of all your tasks over the whole year instead of trying to cram
them all in the last few weeks.
J: Over the years of the senior classes you have seen, what did you see most commonly and how could it be
avoided (or is there a way to make sure it doesn’t happen so badly)?
C: The most heartbreaking thing is when students don't follow up on scholarships! Students put so much work
into those applications! But then students forget to turn in their final transcript after graduation and they lose out
on thousands of dollars! Just because you've graduated, doesn't mean you're done with scholarships!
The other big thing I see is students who think "I'll figure out what I'm doing after graduation." Getting a
diploma doesn't automatically give you more motivation. Not coming to school doesn't mean you want to spend
your whole day filling out applications. I know you are all busy, but taking time during high school to come up
with a plan for your life after graduation is definitely worth the time! You have so many people to support you
while you're in school (teachers, staff, fellow classmates, me, etc). It's a lot harder to come up with a plan by
yourself. If you're afraid of committing to something only to find out you don't actually like that thing, don't
worry. You can always change your major, change your school, apply for a different job, or go to a different
training program. But you won't know what you do and don't like until you try it!
Continued on next page…

J: What is your advice towards any of the Seniors (upcoming or current)?
C: My advice for current seniors:
1. Don't forget to follow up on your scholarships! Seriously, check your email at least once a week. Send
in your final transcript and class schedule to the scholarship agencies.
2. Don't be afraid to reach out for help. Whether it's an academic question (which classes to take, trying to
figure out how to pay for that training program) or a life question (how DO I do my taxes? Who do I talk to when
I'm feeling overwhelmed by life?). Ask for help! If that person isn't able to give you what you need, ask someone
else. Keep asking until you get what you need.
My advice for the Senior Class of 2020: Please, please, please do some research this summer about what
you might want to do come May of 2020. I know it seems like it is far away, but just ask this year's seniors: It
will be here before you know it. Explore training programs, surf some college websites, take a dumb Buzzfeed
article to discover your potential future career, take an actual career interest inventory quiz, explore possible
majors, look at careers in the area you want to live in. Spend 20 minutes a week doing this and you'll be ready to
hit the ground running in the fall. Don't do this, and you'll already be behind come fall.
My advice to the Senior Classes of 2021 & 2022: Do some research about you want to do after
graduation! See above. But also, take interesting classes, sign up for cool summer programs, take a NACTEC
class, ask your cousin/friend/parent how they got into their career. It is way better to find out what you don't like
as a teenager because usually someone else is paying for these things. It's a lot harder to realize you don't want to
be pilot after you've already sunk $50K in piloting lessons.

Nome-Beltz High School

Home to the smallest kids with the biggest hearts.

So, You Want to Be More Confident?
By Ms. Tatro

If you’re wanting more confidence, you are not alone. In fact, I have heard so many students express
concern over their own levels of self-confidence, that I decided to write this article to share with you all some
insights that I’ve gained over the years.

Here are 7 things you can start working on right now to embrace confidence.
1. Head up, shoulders back. Plant your feet and slow down your speaking. Simply re-structuring your
posture and taking deep breaths when you’re feeling socially uncomfortable will help you appear, and feel,
more confident.
2. Stop over-apologizing for every miniscule inconvenience that you may or may not have created for other
people. Sure, it’s necessary to apologize when you’ve made a real mistake, or hurt someone, but not if
someone bumps into you, or you’re 30 seconds late meeting up with a friend. Before saying “sorry,” stop
and ask yourself this: “Have I actually done anything wrong here?” If not, try these phrases instead:
“Excuse me! Thank you for waiting! Thanks for understanding! Thank you for your time!”
3. Put your foot down. Don’t be afraid to say no to people. Don’t be afraid to say that you respectfully
disagree with someone, or that you don’t want to go somewhere or do something. Don’t be afraid to say
“Please don’t talk to me that way,” or “I don’t appreciate your comments.” What you choose to say “no”
to defines you as a person and reveals your values.
4. Be selective with social media. Unfollow peers, “friends,” and influencers who make you feel anything
less than what you are: awesome! Reduce your usage or even consider deleting accounts altogether. On
Snapchat or Instagram, it may look like everyone else is having the time of their lives each and every
weekend, but this simply is. not. true.
5. Laugh off your minor mistakes and slightly “awkward” social blunders. It probably really wasn’t that
awkward.
6. Talk to new people. Your shoulder partner who you’ve never uttered a word to? Ask them about their
day. Not only will you feel more comfortable, but helping others feel included, and the mutual respect you
generate from this practice, will give your confidence a boost. Trust me.
7. Define yourself. Embrace your quirks. Take solace in the fact that in adult life, other mature adults only
really judge you for a few things: Are you kind? Do you listen to others? Do you care about your
community? Your friendships after school will center around shared interests and values. (I kid you not:
my sister met her husband playing Dungeons and Dragons.)  There are entire communities out there in the
world that love the same things that you love, however “weird” those things may be. If you stick to it, you
will find your people!

A World of Interconnectedness
By Sarah Liben

Have you ever allowed your mind to cease the loud commentary that is continuously running through it?
It is not an easy thing to do but if accomplished you may have been a bit taken aback by how quiet and even calm
everything around you becomes. Suddenly, you begin noticing other sounds which were being outcompeted by
the raucous of distractions that abound around us. Sounds such as the rustling of leaves in the breeze, the flow of
water at a nearby creek, the song and calls of birds or possibly the retreating footsteps of a large mammal. In
these moments we can recall once again that we are not alone but on the contrary apart of a complex and
interconnected ecosystem that surrounds us every time we step foot outside the house. There is no doubt that
living in Nome makes us appreciate the sun to a greater degree than most, but do we ever stop and think HOW
essential the sun is to our ecosystem? Or that everything we consume can be traced right back to that bright
sphere of plasma? Even so, the sun alone would not be able to support life on the planet if plants and trees were
not around to harvest its energy to grow and subsequently provide food for the deer, moose, bears, and salmon.
Forget jars of our favorite berry jams if the bees, bats and even birds weren’t around to pollinate the flowers.
Even if our apex predators such as wolves and bears were taken out of the equation, herbivore populations would
soar and ultimately overgraze vegetation to the point of impacting habitat quality. How would this impact the
environment as we know it?
More recently, the effects and impacts of adding or removing specific biotic components from ecosystems
have been duly noted by scientists. George Monbiot describes the significant changes to the physical geography
and biological diversity of Yellowstone National Park with the reintroduction of grey wolves in 1995 after the
species was extirpated from the area for over 70 years. Wolf reintroduction is cited for indirectly altering the
ecosystem in ways that ultimately enriched the
biodiversity in Yellowstone. For starters, the
reintroduction of wolves helped regenerate
vegetation, which had been actively
overgrazed by deer populations, by controlling
population sizes and changing the feeding
ecology of deer. As vegetation recovered, soil
quality improved enabling native species of
trees such as willow and cottonwood that had
migrated back into the area to reach larger
sizes. The uptick of trees and habitat
supported larger populations of beavers and
species of birds as well. Beavers, dubbed the
“ecosystem engineers” due to their innate ability to construct dams from local resources, inadvertently provided
more habitat for other wildlife such as otters, muskrats and amphibians.
The benefits don’t end there. Since wolves keep coyote numbers in-check, rodent populations rebounded
sufficiently to entice the migration of raptors into the area. Larger bear populations, which also help regulate the
density of deer, were supported over time by higher qualities of forage such as berries. However, impressive
changes were also observed in the ecology of the rivers. As forests rejuvenated, larger trees helped stabilize river
banks and decrease the rate of erosion which ultimately provided more habitat (pools and riffles) for freshwater
invertebrates. And who preys upon and benefits from these modest, freshwater organisms? You guessed it, fish.
(NPR, 2014).
But how does any of this relate to you or your life? Well, the next time the sun graces your face take a deep
breath. Imagine that the air entering into your lungs is composed of molecules emitted from organisms past and
present, whether it be oxygen produced from algae on the beach and trees from the forest or molecules of carbon
dioxide emitted thousands of years ago by the dinosaurs. As you exhale think about how this same air will be
recycled over and over by friends you have yet to meet and someday by family members that have yet to enter
the world (NPR, 2014). Life is sustained by a series of interconnections that go unnoticed every day so keep in
mind what you do today and choose to do tomorrow will ultimately shape a future we all share.
Article Sources:
NPR: Ted Radio Hour Program. (2014) Everything is connected. National Public Radio. Podcast retrieved from iTunes.

Where Are They Now?
By Devan Otton
Mrs. Thomas has worked at Nome-Beltz for 6 years. Mrs. Thomas
taught English I, English IV, Art, Home Economic, Yearbook and
Health!
I asked Athena Hall, a former student of Mrs. Thomas’, “What did
you think of Mrs. Thomas?”
Athena said, “She made sure you understood thoroughly and
explained with details. Took the time to plan everything perfect and if
it wasn’t, she would restart. She knew that some students struggled and
would try to help them out as much as possible. Mrs. Thomas pushed
students hard even if they thought they didn’t have it in them. She was
a good mentor and life coach. You could sit and talk to her about anything and she was quick to let you know
where your mistake was made and a solution to fix it. She's caring and generous always thinking of her students
and not herself.”
Where are you now?
I live in Montana with my husband Hugh and our two remaining cats, 17-year-old Kramer, a Chartreuse, and
7-year-old Mica, a Norwegian Forest cat I rescued in Nome.
What are you doing?
Depending on the time of year, I help my husband with our apple orchard, tend to my garden, travel, sell produce
at farmers markets, hang out in a nearby wildlife refuge or at home, or do online classes.
How have you been?
Busy; it is highly enjoyable to choose my projects around the property, though. Or just read or do research on the
internet on all kinds of topics. Stress-free, and I learn something each day.
Why did you leave?
I started teaching in 1977 in Germany; I taught in Germany and the US for a total of 24 years, with
business-related breaks, until 2018. I felt it was time to do something else. It was also time to be with my family
and actually live in my house for more than two months in the summer.
Further, I wanted to be able to visit my dad in Germany more often. But my dad became very ill and passed away
a few weeks ago. I could not have taken the time to see him and deal with his passing while teaching since there
is no other family.
What is one thing you miss at Nome-Beltz?
There are many things I miss, but the first thing that popped into my mind: My students. All the best to you!

Benefits of Planting

Spring Has Arrived!

By Jillian Iyatunguk
Spring has sprung so let me inform you about
plants and why you should have them in your home.
Plants have so many reasons why they’re important.
They are the backbone of life and you depend on
plants. Below I’ll give you some tips and tricks on
planting.
1. Plants are natural air purifiers. They can clean
the air and remove toxic chemicals such as
formaldehyde and benzene which are usually
found in paint, cigarettes, vinyl and solvents.
2. Plants lower stress. Studies found that putting
plants near help lower your heart rate, blood
pressure and respiratory problems. So it’s
probably a good idea to put plants around the
house to help you have a healthy mind and body.

By Autumn Osborne
That means it’s warmer and the sun is out longer. It’s
been especially hard to focus with all the sunlight out.
Summer is around the corner but there is still work.
Here are some tips to help get it done.
1) Don’t procrastinate! It’s hard to make yourself
do work, but the sooner
you start the sooner it will
be done.

3. You will have fresh produce at the tip of your
fingers. You can save money and you won’t have
to buy tomatoes, avocados, carrots, lemons, or
mandarin oranges because you can grow those

2) Get some sleep! This can be
especially hard with how light
it is out. You should still try to
go to bed early. Teenagers need more sleep than
adults!
Continued on next page…

indoors! You also won’t have to worry about
pesticides in your out outdoor garden.
4. They can help you sleep better. Put Jasmine,
Lavender, Aloe Vera and Gardenia on your night
stand and you’ll get a better nights rest.
Not only do plants have a lot of health benefits
but they are very beautiful. If you only want indoor
plants that’s fine with me but if you also want to put
them outside that would make Nome look super
splendid and amazing to look at.

3) Take breaks! This may
seem like a way to study less but
taking breaks can help you. Don’t
overload yourself with
information. Take time to eat or
rest for a while before continuing
your work.
4) Study with a friend! Spend some time studying
and doing homework with your friends. This can
make the work go by faster. You can also help
each other!

Word in the Hallway

Wanna Hear a Joke?

By Kelly Lyon
What is your favorite coffee drink?

By Liam Hukill

Lupe: White chocolate mocha
Talia: Iced white chocolate latte
Mr Brown: Americano with white mocha powder
Ms Harlow: Caramel lattes
Olivia: Cookies and cream frappe with coffee
Lisa Merchant: Caramel frappe
Berkeley: Skinny latte
Tatro: A plane old latte
Hoyt: A mocha
Meem: Iced white mocha/white snickers mocha

Q: What did the one casket say to the sick casket?
A: Is that you coughing?

How About a Pickup Line?
“Are you lost, ma’am? Because Heaven is a long way
from here.”

Senior High March Student of the Month
Jonathan Outwater

Junior High March Student of the Month
Guerin Aningayou

